
Calcium and carbon -14 
 
Calcium is an electrical element that has everything to do with bonds and the outer ionic 
relativity to the human race. Thé cavonic cavity. In Oxygen, the cavity: there is a here and 
now, in thé body there is a past state presence that exists (1) because it circulates our lives. 
This is called, electronegativity.  
 
In calcium carbonate there are mixtures that become what is real and what is not, in same, thé 
milk given to a child in thé young by the mother is the same calcium carbonate element that 
thickens and becomes hardened to reality’s [x] lights cycles (a,AA). Lithium.  
 
The penetration in life is a single celled organism. This is called [faith]. Because calcium 
carbonate bond in a unit that becomes carbon elasticity.  
 
There is milk given in the mouth to teeth in same as it hardens and softens the soul in area 
filtration. Bondage relies on the stomach and thé equal proportion to calcium weight and the 
carbohydrates given to reduce the amount of mixtures in the blood that velocity oxidizes when 
love fades. Because love is a nutritional chemical that is only through pure light. [white].  
 
Right. The right ventricle filters out these things we feel to become weak under the sun and in 
same of its axis to our own unique area instances. Helium [subplex] releases when split cultures 
divide what is normal and what is abnormal. These are found in nitrate processes. Thé same 
chemical enhances in left brain divide. The chemical dehydration.  
 
There are (2) areas which reality relies on, (1) the area squared per its area of light and (1) thé 
red proportionate levels of dependency.  
 

As^2  
 

● There is a specific elasticity that in carbon cannot be replaced by the [fatherן]. Area 
penetration.  

● Understanding carbon IS EQUAL to light because X of the chromosome is equal to 
2x it’s equal light energy, infinite over 8 adjacent bound carbon elasticity basis to 
electrical speeds.   

● Breathing conjoins its speeds in (2) adjacent bound chemical filtrations.  
 



 
Squared is the human diameter. To basis T formation. In white light.  
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